PAX Unveils its Powerful Solutions at RETAILTECH Japan
(Hong Kong, PRC, 12th March 2019) PAX Global Technology Limited (“PAX” or the “Company” or the
“Group”, HKSE stock code: 00327.HK), one of the world’s leading providers of electronic payment
terminals (“E-Payment Terminals”) solutions and related services, has recently unveiled a full range of
payment terminals at RetailTech Japan, the largest and most influential trade fair in the retail information
system industry in Japan.
Following the launch of the mobile Linux terminal S920 in the Japanese market the last year, PAX has
brought even wider product portfolio to the event this year, which included the innovative Android-based
SmartPOS terminals A-series, the SmartECR integrated payment tablets E-series, and the IM-series
of unattended self-service payment modules.
Ms Heidi Hoo, General Manager for Asia Pacific at PAX stated, “As Tokyo Olympic Games are
approaching, Japanese government is making earnest efforts to promote cashless payments. This is
driving higher demand of Japanese merchants to install modern cashless acceptance solutions which
are fully certified to international payment acceptance standards. PAX is delighted to be helping
Japanese acquirers and retailers transform and upgrade their payment and management platforms to
meet this challenge.”
As elsewhere around the world, our revolutionary SmartPOS A920 and SmartECR E500 & E800
attracted most customer interest at the RetailTech show this year. The compact, stylish design, superior
performance and ability to deliver a rich set of value-added applications and services are highly
appreciated.
Different from other traditional types of point of sale terminals, PAX’s A-series, E-series and IM-series
devices deliver flexibility by enabling merchants to download modern management and analytic
applications on the open PAXSTORE platform, which offer retail businesses access to innovative instore solutions.
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About PAX Global Technology Limited
PAX Global Technology Limited (Stock Code: 00327.HK) is an innovative global provider of electronic
payment terminals solutions. Building on its service excellence and proven leadership position, PAX is
one of the fastest growing payment industry suppliers with state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities,
excellent R&D capabilities and a worldwide network of sales and channel partners.
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